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BEST BUDDIES CLUB To connect the school community to the BASES department, and to break societal stereotypes 

of students with specialized needs. General/Exec meetings will be conducted online via 

Microsoft Teams. Meetings will be scheduled in advance and will occur monthly. Members that 

are unable to make it to live meetings can access pre-recordings and can ask questions on their 

own time.

Ms. Horton    

Mr. Toth

BIOLOGY CLUB To spread knowledge of Biology outside of what the school curriculum teaches and to prepare 

students for the National Biology Exam. Meetings will be held online through Discord every 

Monday after school.

Ms. Morin

DEBATE CLUB To learn about debate and compete through online tournaments. Meetings will be held online 

every Wednesday at 4:00pm. Meetings will be recorded live through teams.

Ms. Beaton

EARTH CLUB To raise awareness of sustainability, as well as educating and addressing environmental issues to 

the school and community. Meetings will be held on Tuesday at 4:00pm via Microsoft Teams 

group.

S. Metcalfe

ENGINEERING CLUB These meetings will allow members to extend their abilities in different fields of engineering, get 

to work on virtual group projects, and more importantly, it will give the opportunity to present 

project online in international and domestic programs. Such as SDG (Sustainable Development 

Goals)  (International), CanSat (British Columbia), and many more. Meetings will be held online 

every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday after school starting from 3:00 - 4:30pm 

Mr. Gabel

GIRL UP CLUB The sheer purpose of our proposed Girl Up Club is to raise awareness about the progressive 

stages of feminism around the world. Our club will look at the many constraints that are still 

imposed on young females in developing countries and well-developed countries as we compare 

our perspectives on the idea. Initially, raising the question of what it means to be a feminist and 

how our various connections to the word cannot fit and comply with every female. We will also 

be looking at inspirational women leaders from all around the world, reading their stories, 

leadership strategies, watching documentaries to analyze how our students dragons can 

implement the significance within our school community. Meetings will be placed on Microsoft 

Teams every Friday, afterschool 30 min. to 1 hour. Club members can sign up for other 

communication tools such as Slack, Zoom, Google classroom after the introductory stage to help 

aid in group discussion, presentations, and viewing.

Elaine Chong

GSA CLUB To provide safe (virtual) space for LGBTQ2 + students to meet, learn, advocate, and be 

supported. Meetings will be held online.

Ms. Anderson

INVESTING CLUB To teach a younger demographics, particularly students from Grade 8-11 of the importance and 

benefits of investing. The Club meetings will be held on every Friday online at lunch time. 

Mr. Manak

OERATION SMILE To help FPSS students develop awareness about children born with cleft lip or cleft palate in 

remote locations around the world, and the volunteer, global medical community that provides 

the transformative surgeries free of charge. The club aims to engage students through education 

of the need to support this non-profit organization, and the power of volunteering to build a 

stronger school community and by extension, a better world.

Ms. Kotsalis

REACHOUT CLUB ReachOut works with UNICEF to help support children and raise funds for third world 

countries; however, due to COVID we are making several adjustments to our goal to help our 

local community by spreading positivity. Meetings will be held via Microsoft Teams on every 

Monday at 4:00pm

Ms. Tran
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SAFE SPACE CLUB Aim to provide a safe and accepting online space for all students who are feeling lonely, stressed 

or scared during these rocky times, especially in school. In this safe space, we will promote self 

care, self love as well as social awareness (ways to be more aware and how to create or maintain 

relationships in while we're all so far apart). We will be focusing on de-stressing through 

interactive activities like meditation, origami, colouring/drawing workshops and interactive 

healthy games online. Clubs plan to create a Team and meet virtually on Fridays (this could be 

changed due to member schedules) from 3:30 - 4:30pm All member would be in their own 

space/homes and participate online.

Ms. Britney


